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Mechanical 
Keyboards 

101

01.

What makes a mechanical 
keyboard? Why are they so dang 

awesome?



A mechanical keyboard is a keyboard that uses mechanical switches to register 
each type press. You may remember beauties such as the IBM Model M pictured 
below. Or you may have seen the ever-popular gaming keyboards.

What makes a Mechanical 
Keyboard?



Keyboard (Plate, PCB, 
Stabilizers, Case)

Firmware
(QMK or VIA)

A.

C.

Switches

Keycaps

B.

D.

Elements of a 
Keyboard
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Switches and 
Sizes

02.

Different types of switches, 
common sizes of keyboards, and 

what is right for you



Anatomy of a Switch



Switches

Tactile Linear Clicky

- Resistance when you press 
(tactile bump)
- Ideal for typing
- my favorite type of switch!

- has an smooth keypress with 
no tactile bump
- Popular for gaming

- has a tactile bump and 
an audible click sound

- Fun to type on and great 
to annoy your 
coworkers

Lubing switches changes the sound and feel of each type of switch. Experiment with 
different switches + lubes to find out what’s right for you!

Go to Keyboard.University’s Switch 101 page for more info on different mods you can do 
for your switch.

https://keyboard.university/100-courses/switches-101

https://keyboard.university/100-courses/switches-101


The size of 
your keyboard 
determines the 
types of 
keycap kits 
you’ll need to 
buy.



Building and 
Beyond!

03.

Wow you’re still listening to me 
gush about some plastic?



Sourcing Parts

01. A lot of parts (keycaps, keyboard build kits, many others) are 
ran in group buys

a. You pay for the product during a GB period, then they 
manufacture the product and send to you.

b. Lead times can be long
02. Make sure you’re buying from a reputable vendor

a. Some suggested vendors shall be on a coming slide
03. There are so many product options

a. Do your research and you’ll find the perfect board and 
part combo for your needs.

Basic Shopping List:
- PCB
- Plate
- Switches
- Stabilizers (GMK or Cherry are my 

favs)
- Case
- Keycaps

Great Entry Builds

● NK 65
○ Great deal running until Nov 6

● Any part or build kit from KBDfans
○ DZ60, both soldered and hotswap

● Gherkin Keyboard

https://novelkeys.xyz/collections/keyboards/products/nk65-entry-edition
https://novelkeys.xyz/collections/frontpage/products/nk65-rfp-edition-gb
https://spacecat.design/products/gherkin-kit


Build Tips

01. Decide if you want to solder your own board, or use a no-solder hot swap PCB.
a. Hot swap PCBs allow you to change switches often if you want to try a lot of different 

kinds
02. Make sure you double check that all of your parts are compatible

a. If you need any help choosing parts, please ping me on Slack @Breezy Fasano
03. Always Google everything!

a. Research everything as much as you can, to insure you’re getting what you want
i. Reddit /r/MechanicalKeyboards
ii. Geekhack forums

04. It can get PRICEY.
a. Since a lot of parts/boards are made in limited runs, prices can get high, especially in 

aftermarket.

https://geekhack.org/


Make it Your Own

For a fun challenge, use W88’s laser cutter to make your own 
sandwich case with 1/8in acrylic and standoff screws!

Try hand wiring your own PCB and programming it with QMK.

Maybe even make your own case out of wood or metal?



Parts and 
Resources

03.

Vendors, where to learn more, and 
keyboard communities



Resources

Vendors Videos Communities

● KBDfans
● Novelkeys
● The Key Company
● 1UP Keyboards
● Drop

- Beginners Guide to 
Building Keyboards

- How to Lube Switches
- TaeKeyboards youtube 

channel is pretty great in 
general

- Reddit /r/MK
- GeekHack
- MechKeys Discord
- /r/Mechmarket (new 

products + reselling)

QMK Firmware

● QMK Documentation
● QMK Configurator
● VIA

Most Important 
Resource:
Keyboard University

https://kbdfans.com/
https://novelkeys.xyz/
https://thekey.company/
https://www.1upkeyboards.com/
https://drop.com/home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0FSvTYlggw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0FSvTYlggw
https://www.reddit.com/r/MechanicalKeyboards/
https://geekhack.org/
https://discord.gg/mechkeys
https://www.reddit.com/r/mechmarket/
https://docs.qmk.fm/#/
https://config.qmk.fm/#/
https://caniusevia.com/
https://keyboard.university/


CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including icons by 
Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik

Contact 
Me!
Do you have any questions?

@Breezy on Slack
breezyfasano@gmail.com


